
Perform the pseudo-quantification of the samples we have prepared today using salmon

We prepared the data today, but if your set is incomplete, you can find it in
/proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day2/trimmomatic .

The index (the reference) is available in
/proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day2/reference/salmon

I have mentioned containers multiple time by now, so why not giving it a shot? Let us retrieve
a light weight container for salmon. In your project directory (i.e. mine being
/proj/snic2022-23-479/nobackup/delhomme ) do the following

cd /proj/snic2022-23-479/nobackup/$USER
mkdir apptainer
apptainer build salmon_1.8.0.sif docker://bschiffthaler/salmon:1.8.0

This will pull from docker a container with salmon version 1.8.0. It will be turned into a static
container by apptainer (formerly singularity). The reason we need to do this is that from a
docker container it is possible to escalate privileges and gain access to the underlying
system as a super user. You bet UPPMAX (or any HPC for that matter) is not keen on that.

We now have a small footprint container (10 Mb!) that contains a complete OS and the tool
salmon. That file can be copied anywhere where apptainer is available and executed. As
simple as that. Hard to make it more reproducible, isn't it? Btw, the nf  pipeline we used
yesterday does the same and pull containers, rather than using the modules avail on
UPPMAX.

How do we use that container? Just like that:
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apptainer exec $USER/singularity/salmon_1.8.0.sif salmon --help

Salmon is a pseudo-aligner , a quantification tool of the latest generation. It allows for
the probabilistic calculation of transcripts (splicing isoforms) abundance. It is fast and
accurate, but a drawback is it relies on an existing transcriptome reference.

Check the webpage as well as salmon -h  to devise the command line. As we did during
the last practical today, implement a loop to process all 12 samples.

Well, try not to read below and if you do, make sure to change the code so it runs using the
container as examplified above. And don't forget to sbatch  / srun

cd ~/results
mkdir salmon
module load bioinfo-tools Salmon
salmon -h
salmon quant -h
salmon quant --help-reads
for f in $(find trimmomatic -name "*_trimmomatic_1.fq.gz"); do
    fnam=$(basename ${f/_1.fq.gz/})
    salmon quant -l A \
    -i /proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day2/reference/salmon/\
    Pabies1.0-all-phase.gff3.CDSandLTR-TE_salmon-version-1dot1dot0 \
    -1 $f -2 trimmomatic/${fnam}_2.fq.gz \
    -o salmon/$fnam --seqBias --gcBias \
    --validateMappings -p 8 --numGibbsSamples 100 \
    --dumpEq
done
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https://github.com/COMBINE-lab/salmon
https://salmon.readthedocs.io/en/latest/salmon.html#quantifying-in-mapping-based-mode

